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Abstract
Bioinorganic canon states that active-site thiolate coordination promotes rapid electron transfer 
(ET) to and from type 1 copper proteins. In recent work, we have found that copper ET sites in 
proteins also can be constructed without thiolate ligation (called “type zero” sites). Here we report 
multifrequency electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR), magnetic circular dichroism (MCD), and 
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopic data together with density functional theory 
(DFT) and spectroscopy-oriented configuration interaction (SORCI) calculations for type zero 
Pseudomonas aeruginosa azurin variants. Wild-type (type 1) and type zero copper centers 
experience virtually identical ligand fields. Moreover, O-donor covalency is enhanced in type zero 
centers relative that in the C112D (type 2) protein. At the same time, N-donor covalency is 
reduced in a similar fashion to type 1 centers. QM/MM and SORCI calculations show that the 
electronic structures of type zero and type 2 are intimately linked to the orientation and 
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coordination mode of the carboxylate ligand, which in turn is influenced by outer-sphere hydrogen 
bonding.
Introduction
Copper coordination complexes are intrinsically poor electron transfer (ET) agents, owing 
primarily to unfavorable reorganization energies (λ) associated with CuII/I structural 
rearrangements during redox cycling. Such ET behavior is exemplified by the coordination 
complex [Cu(phen)2]2+ (phen = 1,10-phenanthroline), with λ= 2.4 eV.1 Nature has 
overcome this problem to allow copper to perform redox functions in living systems: type 1 
sites in proteins have dramatically lowered λ's (~ 0.6–0.8 eV),2 with self-exchange ET rate 
constants as much as ~ 106 higher than those of CuII/I model complexes.
Both the physical and chemical properties of type 1 (blue) copper proteins have been 
extensively investigated.3 The minimal conserved inner coordination sphere of blue copper 
consists of two histidine nitrogens and a cysteine thiolate ligand (Figure 1a). Often there are 
weaker axial interactions involving either a methionine thioether or a glutamine amide (at 
the “south pole”); and in a few cases an additional axial interaction with a glycine backbone 
carbonyl is encountered (at the “north pole”). The overall coordination geometry within the 
family of type 1 copper sites varies from trigonal bipyramidal to pseudotetrahedral.3c Outer-
sphere coordination involving a hydrogen bonding network formed between backbone 
amides and a cysteine thiolate (“the rack”) is largely responsible for the low reorganization 
energies associated with the high ET reactivity of these proteins.4
Blue copper proteins exhibit an intense (ε ~ 5000 M−1cm−1) absorption band near 16,000 
cm−1. While the origin of this band was a topic of extensive debate, it was assigned in 1976 
to a ligand to metal charge transfer (LMCT) transition from the cysteine thiolate to CuII.5 
The transition is unusual as the orbitals involved are π-bonding and π-antibonding 
combinations of sulfur 3p and Cu 3dx2−y2, not the corresponding σ-components.3d The π-
antibonding combination is singly occupied (e.g. the SOMO) in the electronic ground state. 
Importantly, this π-covalency has been shown by Solomon and coworkers to be particularly 
high.6 Thus, according to the accepted interpretation, only approximately 40% copper d-
character remains in the SOMO, which accounts for the remarkably small 63/65Cu electron-
nuclear hyperfine couplings (60<Az<285MHz) in the signature EPR spectra of type 1 
proteins.6–7
The high ET reactivity of type 1 copper is attributable in large measure to S-Cu covalency, 
which originates from efficient overlap between energetically well-matched thiolate and 
copper d-orbitals that is enforced by the rack. In addition to lowering λ, the rack also 
specifically orients the cysteine sidechain, which in turn leads to exceptionally strong 
electronic coupling between the protein and the copper, thereby enhancing ET through the 
S-Cu bond.8 This enhanced coupling is particularly important for multidomain copper 
proteins such as the multicopper oxidases and nitrite reductases, where type 1 copper sites 
are directly linked to catalytic sites through short peptide segments involving the cysteine 
thiolate.9
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We have generated a series of hard-ligand, high-potential copper sites in variants of the 
cupredoxin azurin from Pseudomonas aeruginosa (Figure 1b,c).10 Among these constructs 
we unexpectedly observed cases (C112D/M121X (X = L, F, I) azurins) featuring small Cu 
hyperfine splittings in EPR spectra together with accelerated ET activities.11 Since these 
properties are rare for copper complexes, we proposed in our initial report that they should 
be referred to as “type zero” sites in order to distinguish them from type 1 centers. We 
proceeded to demonstrate that the enhanced ET properties are associated with low λ 
values12 owing to site rigidity conferred by the same hydrogen bond network found in the 
wild-type (WT) protein.
We have performed electronic structure calculations that show clearly that outer-sphere 
interactions enforce the electronic structure of type zero copper centers. Moreover, we have 
found that the rack enhances delocalization of the unpaired Cu electron over the sidechain of 
the O-donating aspartate (D112), partially restoring the electronic structure that gives rise to 
the remarkably high ET reactivity of type 1 copper centers.
Materials and Methods
All buffers were prepared with 18.2 MΩ Milli-Q water. C112D and C112D/M121X (X = L, 
F) azurins were prepared as described previously.11
Multifrequency CW EPR Spectroscopy—Samples for CW EPR were prepared in 50 
mM HEPES pH 7.0 containing 50% glycerol. S-band and Q-band spectra were measured 
using a Bruker ESP-300E spectrometer with an S-band loop-gap resonator (Bruker design 
ER4118SPT with custom improvements) or a Bruker Q-band cavity (ER5106QT), both with 
Bruker flexline support and an Oxford Instruments helium cryostat (CF935). Microwave 
frequencies were measured with a Hewlett-Packard frequency counter (HP5352P), and the 
field control was calibrated with a Bruker NMR field probe (ER035M). The spectra were 
simulated on the basis of a spin-Hamiltonian description of the electronic ground state with 
S = ½:
(1)
Anisotropy in g⊥(namely, the degree of rhombicity) was quantified as Rg according to Eq. 
(2):13
(2)
Magnetic Circular Dichroism Spectroscopy—Samples for MCD were prepared by 
adding glycerol to ~50% to C112D and C112D/M121X (X = L, F) azurins in 100 mM 
HEPES, pH 7.0. Proteins were added to MCD cells and repeatedly frozen at 77 K until 
optically transparent samples were achieved. MCD spectra were obtained at liquid He 
temperatures (5 and 10 K) on a Jasco J-715 (200–1060 nm) with an extended S-20 and S-1 
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photomultiplier tube (Hammamatsu). The J-500C spectrometer was equipped with an 
Oxford Instruments SM4-11 T superconducting magnet/cryostat. Spectra were recorded at 
±1, ±3, ±5, and ±7 T.
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy—Samples for NMR spectroscopy were 
prepared in 50 mM HEPES pH 7.0 buffer in either 10 or 100% D2O as required for each 
experiment, and concentrated to 400 – 500 μl of 2 – 3 mM protein. NMR experiments were 
carried out on a Bruker Avance II NMR Spectrometer operating at a frequency of 600.13 
MHz (1H frequency) using a triple-resonance (TXI) probehead. 1H spectra were recorded 
using the sequence zgprPASE14 consisting of a π/2 detection pulse preceded by two pre-
saturation pulses (a selective pulse on the water signal and a shorter one over the 
diamagnetic region) on a spectral window of ca. 100 kHz and with a total recycle time of ca. 
150 ms. Saturation transfer difference experiments were performed on samples containing 
both the oxidized and the reduced forms of the protein (10 to 30% of reduced protein 
obtained by addition of suitable substoichiometric amounts of sodium ascorbate). All of 
these spectra were acquired using the experimental scheme reported by Banci et al,15 
irradiating the hyperfine-shifted resonance of interest for ca. 50 ms at a power of ca. 1 mW, 
and with a total recycle time of ca. 300 ms.
Calculation of Coupling Constants—The hyperfine electron–nucleus coupling 
constant, A/ℏ, can be obtained directly from the contact chemical shift of the corresponding 
resonance according to the following equation:16
(3)
γ is the nuclear gyromagnetic ratio, kB is the Boltzmann's constant,  is the average of the g-
values, μB is the Bohr magneton, S is the electronic spin (½ in this case), T is the absolute 
temperature and δcon is the contact chemical shift. The contact chemical shift in turn can be 
calculated from the observed chemical shift:17
(4)
In this work, δdia values were obtained from saturation transfer experiments, whereas the 
pseudocontact shifts were estimated from EPR data according to equation (5):17
(5)
μ0 is the vacuum permeability, r is the copper–nucleus distance, θ is the angle between the 
gz and the vector r and g∥ and g⊥ are the parallel and perpendicular g-values, respectively.
Computational Methods
Calculations were performed using the ORCA quantum chemistry suite.18 Calculations were 
based on the following X-ray structures: 4AZU = WT, 3FQY = C112D, 3FPY = C112D/
M121L, 3FQ2 = C112D/M121F. For calculations involving X-ray structures, hydrogen 
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atoms were added and their geometries optimized. We also performed QM/MM calculations 
using the ORCA/Gromacs interface.19 The QM region in the QM/MM calculations 
comprised the Cu ligands as well as residues 47, 114, and 121; thus outer-sphere 
coordination is explicitly included (Figure S1). QM and MM regions were partitioned such 
that that amide groups replaced amino termini. Electrostatic embedding was used 
throughout. Geometries were optimized in the presence of protein point charges (~2 × 104) 
and solvation that included ~2600 water molecules. Optimizations used the BP86 
functional20 in conjunction with the scalar relativistically recontracted versions of the def2-
SV(P) basis set.21 All geometry optimizations incorporated scalar relativistic effects using 
the 0th order regular approximation (ZORA).22 The overall models were minimized using 
the steepest descent algorithm with the QM region fixed. The minimized geometries were 
equilibrated by performing classical molecular dynamics (MD) simulations for 100 ps. 
Finally, the relaxed geometries were used in QM/MM calculations.
The B3LYP functional23 was used for EPR calculations. The CP(PPP)24 basis was used for 
Cu. The EPR-II basis25 was selected for nitrogen and oxygen atoms, the IGLO-II basis26 for 
sulfur atoms, and the def2-SV(P) was used to treat the remaining atoms. For all EPR 
calculations, scalar relativistic ZORA single point calculations were performed, employing a 
model potential derived for atomic ZORA calculations.22 In these calculations, the basis sets 
were decontracted. The integration accuracy for Cu was additionally increased and three 
steep s-functions with exponents 3, 9, and 27 times larger than the exponent of the steepest 
s-function in the CP(PPP) basis set were added.
EPR properties were predicted using coupled perturbation Kohn-Sham theory for the g-
tensor27 and the spin-orbit coupling (SOC) operator was treated by the spin-orbit mean-filed 
(SOMF) approximation.28 Fermi contact terms and spin-dipole contributions to the 
hyperfine coupling contributions were obtained as expectation values over the B3LYP 
ground state spin density. First-order hyperfine coupling constants were calculated for 1H 
and 14N, while spin-orbit contributions were taken into account for Cu.29 Isotropic Fermi 
contact terms were used to approximate NMR contact shifts using experimental g values and 
Eq. (1). XAS spectra were calculated according to a previously established time-dependent 
DFT (TDDFT) protocol.30 TDDFT calculations were initiated starting from converged 
B3LYP/SV(P) single-point solutions as described above.
Spectroscopy-oriented configuration interaction (SORCI) calculations31 were performed as 
described previously to predict LF excitation energies.32 These calculations were performed 
on small, ~35 atom active site models to achieve realistic computational expense. The MCD 
spectra were computed by the explicit treatment of spin–orbit coupled (SOC) and spin–spin 
coupled (SSC) N-electron states. Calculations were performed over a CAS(9,5) complete 
active space. The def2-SV(P) basis set was used for all atoms except for Cu and ligated 
heteroatoms, which used the def2-TZVPP and def2-TZVP(-f) bases, respectively. As 
described elsewhere in detail, individual selection was used in order to ease the 
computational burden.31 The size of the first-order interacting space was reduced with a 
threshold Tsel= 10−6 Eh. A further approximation involves reduction of the reference space 
through another selection–all initial references that contribute less than a second threshold 
(Tpre= 10−5) to the zeroth order states are rejected from the reference space. The initial 
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orbitals for the first step of the SORCI procedure were taken from quasi-restricted orbitals33 
that were further subjected to Pipek-Mezey localization34 in order to arrive at a reference 
space that can be rationally chosen.
Results and Analysis
Origin of type zero EPR properties
The narrow, 300 MHz Az together with a highly anisotropic g⊥ and the absence of a strong 
LMCT band in the visible region are the spectroscopic signatures of type zero copper 
sites.11 These features reflect the electronic structure common to these sites, which is 
intimately linked to its electron transfer properties. Hence, understanding these 
spectroscopic features in detail is imperative for arriving at an experimentally substantiated 
bonding description. To this end, it is useful to recall the ligand field model for the 
calculation of relevant EPR parameters.
The copper d-based molecular orbitals are written as:
(6a)
(6b)
(6c)
(6d)
(6e)
In the electronic ground state of CuII the ψx2−y2 orbital is singly occupied and all other MOs 
are doubly occupied. The α's measure the `covalent dilution' of the metal d-based orbitals 
with ligand orbitals ψL1 and metal-ligand overlap has been neglected. Due to perceived 
distortions from ideal axial symmetry, the formal angle β is used to describe the mixing that 
may occur between dx2−y2 and dz2 in the SOMO. Based on these MOs and approximating 
the ligand field excited states by single determinants obtained by promoting an electron from 
a doubly occupied MO to the SOMO, the g-values become (Eqs. 7a–7c):
(7a)
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(7b)
(7c)
ζCu represents the one-electron quasi-atomic copper spin-orbit coupling (SOC) constant 
(usually taken to be 829 cm−1), The ΔE values are excitation energies involving the 
promotion of one electron between doubly-occupied copper d-based MOs and the dx2−y2-
based SOMO. LFT can also be used to generate expressions for metal hyperfine coupling 
(Eqs. 8a–8c):
(8a)
(8b)
(8c)
Here  is a quasi-atomic parameter that is often given the value 1187 
MHz (396 × 10−4 cm−1). The parameter −Pdκ represents the isotropic Fermi contact (AzFC) 
term that is treated purely phenomenologically in ligand field theory. McGarvey has noted 
that attempts to correlate this term to  have not been overwhelmingly successful.35 In 
fact, the spin-polarization mechanism is fairly complicated.36 The second term, which is 
proportional to the SOMO copper spin-population , represents the spin-dipolar (AzSD) 
contribution. The last entry, which is proportional to Pd Δg, is the orbital dipolar (AzOD) 
term. Note that for the OD part we have not considered a small term arising from the spin-
dipolar interaction with the SOC. As argued previously,37 this term is proportional to the 
square of the total spin and hence should not be part of the HFC interaction in the usual spin 
Hamiltonian.
While not being quantitatively accurate,38 eqs. 7–8 highlight the key properties that need to 
be experimentally addressed using a battery of spectroscopic techniques. Rhombicity in the 
g-values will arise in this model from two sources: a) the anisotropy in the covalency (αxz ≠ 
αyz together with ΔEyz→x2−y2 ≠ ΔExz→x2−y2) and b) β values unequal to zero.
Eq. 8c offers several possible explanations for the low Azz that in part characterizes type 
zero copper proteins: i) a large, positive AzOD arising from low-lying LF excitations; ii) 
attenuation of AzFC and AzSD contributions from excessive delocalization of spin density 
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over ligand nuclei (high active-site covalency, as in type 1 copper). iii) extensive mixing of 
dx2−y2 and dz2 orbitals. With increasing dz2 character comes additional 4pz mixing that will 
further reduce the hyperfine coupling.39
Of these possibilities iii) was dismissed on the basis of recent X-ray absorption 
measurements on type zero copper sites that demonstrate that this mechanism likely is not 
operative, just as it is not in blue copper.6b, 11 We will further analyze this point below.
Several spectroscopies were used in the present work to evaluate the aforementioned 
contributions to Azz. A combination of EPR and NMR techniques was employed to probe 
the electron delocalization onto the ligand framework in type zero sites. MCD was used to 
investigate low-lying LF excitations. Results from these measurements were than correlated 
with combined quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics (QM/MM) calculations that shed 
light on the unique geometric and electronic structures of type zero copper sites.
Multifrequency CW EPR Spectroscopy
Owing to the field dependence of EPR transitions arising from the principal components of 
the g-tensor, glassed solution spectra of C112D and C112D/M121X (X = L, F) azurins were 
recorded at S- (3.4 GHz) and Q-band (34 GHz) to supplement the X-band (9.5 GHz) data 
and thus to extract more precise values for the components of the spin Hamiltonian (Table 
1). The three frequencies yielded slightly different sets of simulation parameters. However, 
S-band gives precise field-independent A-values and Q-band gives precise field-dependent 
g-values. Thus, reported A-values were extracted from S-band spectra, and g-values were 
extracted from Q-band spectra.
The S-band EPR spectrum of C112D azurin contains resolved 14N superhyperfine coupling 
(SHC) in the gz region, in accord with previous observations (Figure 2a). Meanwhile, the Q-
band spectrum of C112D azurin reveals a very slight anisotropy (Rg = 0.11) in g⊥. In 
contrast to C112D azurin, type zero C112D/M121X (X = L, F) proteins display no 
resolvable 14N SHC at S-band, consistent with a prior suggestion of attenuated Cu-N 
interaction in these cases (Figure 2b,c). Q-band spectra confirm the large g⊥-anisotropies in 
type zero proteins, with C112D/M121L having a larger anisotropy (Rg = 0.86) than C112D/
M121F (Rg = 0.53). Extracted spin Hamiltonian parameters accord with values from earlier 
X-band studies.
Magnetic Circular Dichroism Spectroscopy
MCD measurements were carried out with the aim of obtaining insight into the d-d excited 
states that are most relevant for the interpretation of the EPR parameters of type zero copper 
sites. It has been established that in MCD spectra, d-d transitions tend to be more intense 
than LMCT transitions.42 The electronic absorption spectra of C112D and C112D/M121X 
(X = L,F) azurins11, 43 reveal the presence of broad, asymmetric features. In all of these 
proteins, there is an intense shoulder ~1500 M−1cm−1 at 32,300 cm−1, while there are 
weaker (~100 M−1cm−1) absorption bands at lower energies. Gaussian deconvolutions of the 
UV/vis data including the near-infrared region provide evidence for two such bands for all 
three proteins (Figure 3, Table 2). MCD spectroscopy, being a signed quantity, is able to 
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better resolve these latter bands and hence permits the assignment of spectral features to 
individual d-d excitations.
Intensity-normalized MCD spectra for the C112D and C112D/M121X (X = L,F) azurins are 
also presented in Figure 3, with features and assignments set out in Table 2. C112D azurin 
displays a negative absorption shaped feature at 14,700 cm−1 and weak positive feature to 
lower energy with an apparent maximum ~9,000 cm−1. The type zero azurins exhibit a 
pseudo A-term shaped feature with a positive peak at 10,000 cm−1 and a negative peak at 
13,200 cm−1. All of these bands gain substantial MCD intensity relative to the 32,300 cm−1 
shoulders, which is consistent with their assignment to LF and CT transitions, respectively. 
Importantly, all observed features are inversely proportional to temperature, thus classifying 
them as C-terms (Figure S1).
The C112D MCD spectrum closely resembles that reported for square-planar [CuCl4]2−,44 
except that all transitions are shifted to lower energies than in CuCl42−. This result is not 
surprising in view of the similarity between the spin-Hamiltonian parameters of CuCl42− and 
C112D azurin. However, in the absence of π-donating ligands, we expect the quasi-
degenerate ψxz,yz orbitals at lower energy in C112D azurin relative to [CuCl4]2−. 
Accordingly, the 12,200 and 14,700 cm−1 bands are tentatively assigned to transitions from 
ψxz,yz to ψx2−y2. The remaining LF transition from the dxy based MO into the SOMO should 
appear around 7000 cm−1, which lies outside our instrumental window.
The C112D/M121X (X = L,F) MCD spectra resemble that of type 1 copper.42 The pseudo-A 
feature is thus assigned to transitions from the ψxz,yz pair into ψx2−y2. Extending the 
comparison to the type 1 optical spectrum, we predict further transitions from ψxy and from 
ψz2 into ψx2−y2 near 8,000 and 4,000 cm−1, respectively. Unfortunately, these predictions 
place these bands outside our instrumental window. Support for our MCD assignments 
comes from SORCI MCD calculations (vide infra).
NMR Spectroscopy
The 1H NMR spectrum of oxidized C112D azurin is devoid of hyperfine-shifted resonances, 
indicative of a long electron relaxation time for CuII, which in turn is consistent with a type 
2 copper center (τe ≥ 10−9 s).45 In contrast, several hyperfine-shifted resonances are 
observed outside the diamagnetic envelope in the 1H spectra of type zero C112D/M121L 
and C112D/M121F azurins (Figure 4a,b). Chemical shifts and linewidths for these 
resonances are similar to those reported for type 1 copper centers, particularly WT azurin46 
(Figure 4c), suggesting τe ~ 10−10 s in type zero centers.45 All the hyperfine-shifted 
resonances in both type zero mutants followed a Curie temperature dependence. No other 
paramagnetically shifted signals were observed beyond the spectral window shown in Figure 
4a,b.
Resonances a and c in type zero spectra were absent when recorded on a sample in 100% 
D2O, indicating that they correspond to solvent-exchangeable protons. These resonances 
may be assigned to the exchangeable Hε2's from either the H46 or H117 imidazole rings. 
Spectra in 100% D2O also revealed the presence of resonance b under the envelope of the 
exchangeable signals. Saturation transfer difference (STD) experiments were then carried 
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out over a sample containing both the oxidized and the reduced forms of the protein. 
Irradiation of resonances b, d and e in 100% D2O yielded diamagnetic responses at 2.7, 8.6 
and 7.2 ppm for C112D/M121L and 2.5, 8.7 and 7.3 ppm for C112D/M121F azurins (Table 
3). Considering their linewidths and diamagnetic chemical shifts, resonances d and e were 
assigned to the carbon-attached Hδ2 protons from the histidine ligands46 (H46 and H117) 
and resonance b was assigned to the ßCH2 protons of residue D112 (here only one broad 
signal at 2.5 (C112D/M121L) or 2.7 ppm (C112D/M121F) is observed, which could either 
correspond to one or, more plausibly, both ß-protons). Resonances f (C112D/M121L) and g 
(C112D/M121F) could not been assigned by STD experiments due to off-resonance 
irradiation of the diamagnetic region. STD experiments in 90% H2O were unsuccessful in 
correlating resonances a and c to diamagnetic shifts.
Pseudocontact and contact contributions to the shifts observed for the hyperfine-shifted 
resonances were estimated as indicated in the experimental section and are listed in Table 3. 
We observe an A/ħ ~ 2 MHz for the D112 βCH protons. Taking into account that these 
nuclei are four bonds from CuII, this value indicates there is substantial electron 
delocalization over the sidechain of residue 112 in type zero azurins, just as there is in type 1 
copper centers. Delocalization onto histidine residues differs compared to that found for type 
1 copper centers. It has been shown that hyperfine couplings for the solvent-exchangeable 
Hε2 protons are smaller than those for the carbon-attached protons in the blue copper 
proteins azurin, plastocyanin and stellacyanin.46 In the case of type zero centers, assigning 
resonances a and c to the Hε2 protons necessitates a roughly two-fold larger hyperfine shift 
compared to the histidine ring carbon protons. Thus, while electron delocalization over the 
histidines goes as Hδ2>Hε1>Hε2 for WT azurin, a different delocalization mechanism is 
operative in type zero systems.
The direct observation of hyperfine-shifted resonances in the NMR spectra of type zero 
azurins suggests the presence of a low-lying excited state that shortens τe in this center 
compared to that of type 2 copper. Moreover, the linewidths of the resonances here detected 
are comparable to, or even smaller than, those for WT azurin, suggesting that the first 
excited state in these centers is less than ca. 5,000 cm−1 from the ground state.
Calculations
For insight into the electronic structural origins of the spectroscopic features of the C112D 
and type zero azurins, we combined DFT and SORCI calculations of active-site regions of 
the C112D and C112D/M121X (X = L, F) proteins. The resulting electronic structure 
calculations were subsequently used to calculate EPR parameters as well as MCD and XAS 
spectra. To explore the sensitivity of these calculations to molecular structure, various 
QM/MM optimizations with different setups were performed (Figure S3, Table 4). The QM 
region included all inner-sphere ligand residues as well as outer-sphere residues N47/F114. 
For type zero proteins, the QM region also included aliphatic residues at position 121. 
Unconstrained optimizations led to unacceptably short Cu-O(G45) distances (~2.1 Å). 
Consequently, the crystallographically determined distances were imposed as constraints. 
Two sets of calculations were performed on each structure which constrained the Cu-
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Oδ2(D112) such that either mono- or bidentate coordination modes were obtained for the 
carboxylate ligand.
For C112D azurin, QM/MM optimization of the active site results in bidentate coordination 
by the D112 carboxylate, as well as approximately equivalent Cu-N(H46/117) bond 
distances. Constraining the Cu-O(D112) distances to crystallographic values results in 
shortened Cu-N(H46/117) bonds with an energetic penalty of 18 kJ/mol relative to the 
unconstrained, decidedly bidentate D112 optimization. The opposite result is observed in 
optimizations of type zero azurins. Here, an unconstrained D112 maintains a monodentate 
coordination mode, with the free carboxylate oxygen more than 3 Å from the Cu. For both 
type zero azurins, the optimized Cu-N(H46/117) distances are approximately equivalent. 
Constraining the “free” carboxylate oxygen 2.35 Å from Cu again leads to extension of Cu-
N(H46/117) distances and respective energetic destabilizations of 13 and 8 kJ/mol for the 
C112D/M121L and C112D/M121F proteins.
EPR parameters were calculated with the B3LYP functional for crystallographically 
determined and QM/MM optimized active sites of C112D and C112D/M121X (X = L,F) 
azurins (Table 5). In all cases gz is underestimated; however, this is typically observed in 
DFT calculations of EPR parameters.47 This underestimation of gz leads to a large error in 
the calculated Az values, owing to severely (as much as 30%) underestimated values for the 
orbital dipolar (OD) contribution. As a result, a correction is applied to Az to account this 
systematic underestimation (Eq. 9):48
(9)
Satisfactory reproduction of C11D EPR parameters is achieved using the bidentate QM/MM 
structure. The X-ray and monodentate QM/MM structures yield unacceptably large g⊥ 
anisotropies. For type zero proteins, the monodentate QM/MM and X-ray structures give 
reasonable agreement. Here, the g-shifts comprising g⊥ are overestimated, resulting in very 
large values of Ax and Ay.
Analysis of the hyperfine contributions allows further evaluation of the electronic structure 
calculations (Table 6). Notably, for all of the calculated electronic structures, Az trends 
according to experiment: type 1 < type zero < type 2. Moreover, the hyperfine parameters 
calculated for WT azurin closely match those reported for plastocyanin using a similar 
computational approach.48 Here, AzFC and AzSD are expected to be attenuated by the high 
Cu-S(Cys) covalency. For the C112D structure, calculations using the monodentate 
QM/MM structures produce values for both AzFC and AzOD that are unreasonably low given 
the absence of this Cu-S interaction. Moreover, the monodentate C112D electronic structure 
results in a positive value for AzSD; this necessitates substantial dz2 mixing (high formal 
angle ß) that is in conflict with the negligible experimental anisotropy in g⊥. In addition, the 
monodentate electronic structure carries a 3000 cm−1 penalty in total energy relative to the 
bidentate solution. For type zero proteins, the QM/MM structures generally give hyperfine 
parameters that are in better agreement with experiment than the crystal structures, although 
the parameters are largely indistinguishable between monodentate and bidentate models.
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Considering the accuracy of both the g-tensor and hyperfine calculations, agreement is best 
using the bidentate C112D QM/MM structure and the monodentate type zero QM/MM 
structures. However, in the C112D case, the calculated structure differs significantly from 
experiment; in particular the distal carboxylate oxygen moves closer to the copper by ~0.6 Å 
in the calculations compared to the X-ray structure. In type zero cases the discrepancies 
between calculated and experimental structures are subtler. We note that the reported error 
in the crystallographic coordinates of all three proteins is on the order of 0.15 Å. This value 
includes the entire protein and need not necessarily apply to the metal binding sites.49 From 
spectroscopic and kinetics studies it was concluded that C112D/M121L azurin undergoes 
minimal structural rearrangement during redox cycling.12 However, C112D was shown 
experimentally to exhibit substantial structural perturbation upon reduction. The enhanced 
site rigidity of type zero proteins is borne out in the Debye-Waller (B) factors reported in the 
crystallographic analysis. Residue D112 for C112D azurin exhibits B values of 25–30 Å2, 
and C112D/M121L,F proteins have values of 14–18 and 18–22 Å2, respectively. Guided by 
this reasoning, it is not surprising that the monodentate QM/MM and X-ray diffraction 
models are in reasonable agreement for type zero proteins, while optimizations are more 
challenging for C112D azurin. As the QM/MM structure is probably the most realistic 
calculation that we are able to perform on this system, we have used the optimized 
monodentate C112D/M121L structure for all subsequent analyses. Likewise, the bidentate 
QM/MM structure was used as the basis for analysis of the C112D electronic structure. 
C112D/M121F represents an intermediate case; here, some structural perturbations are 
expected, owing to the observation of multiple F15 sidechain conformations.11 However, for 
consistency with the C112D/M121L analysis, we have used the monodentate QM/MM 
optimized C112D/M121F for subsequent discussion.
Löwdin analyses indicate 67% of the total unpaired spin population is on CuII in C112D 
azurin (Table 7). For C112D/M121X (X = L,F) proteins, these values are 64.3 and 68.1%, 
respectively. Orbital decomposition of the spin population over the Cu in C112D shows that 
it is principally relegated to Cu 3d. For type zero proteins, ~3% of the spin population 
resides in Cu 4p orbitals. Time-dependent DFT (TDDFT) calculations of the Cu K-edge 
XAS are in accord with this result (Figure S4).
The remaining 33% of the unpaired spin in C112D is primarily accounted for by summing 
the spin population over the coordinating atoms. This is not the case for type zero proteins. 
Summing spin populations over Cu and the directly coordinated atoms yields 81.5% of the 
unpaired spin for C112D/M121L and 91.8% of the unpaired spin for C112D/M121F.
Validation of these spin distributions is afforded by comparison of calculated ligand 
hyperfine constants to experimental data (Table 8). 13C and 14N hyperfine values for C112D 
and C112D/M121L,F azurin have recently been measured by Goldfarb and coworkers using 
pulsed W-band EPR techniques.50 Messerschmidt and coworkers have reported 13C/14N 
values for WT azurin.51 The agreement between theory and experiment is generally quite 
good, although some values are underestimated for the C112D/M121L protein. Notably, 
there is considerably more delocalization onto the D112 sidechain in type zero proteins 
relative to type 2 C112D azurin.
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Spectroscopy-oriented configuration interaction (SORCI) calculations further distinguish the 
electronic structure of C112D from that of type zero sites (Table 9). The agreement between 
calculated and experimental excitation energies is reasonably good with deviations between 
calculated vertical excitation energies and experimental band maxima on the order of 1000–
2000 cm−1. Given all uncertainties in the experimental determination of the true vertical 
transition energy this is the type of agreement that good theoretical calculations typically are 
able to achieve.
Ligand field excited states in the type 2 C112D protein are calculated to be higher in energy 
relative to those of the type zero C112D/M121L/F proteins. The calculated excitation 
energies appear to be slightly overestimated, while in type zero proteins they are slightly 
underestimated. The appearance of hyperfine-shifted signals in the NMR spectra of type 
zero proteins is in agreement with the prediction of low-lying (≤ 5000 cm−1) excited states. 
The lack of such signals in the C112D NMR spectrum accords with the higher energy 
excitations calculated for C112D azurin; and calculated MCD spectra (5 K, 7 T) agree 
qualitatively with experiment (Figure S5).
As described in original publication, the final step in the SORCI calculations is performed 
using approximate average natural orbitals (AANOs). These AANOs can be analyzed to 
visualize the excitation processes and assign the calculated transitions (Figure 5). As 
predicted by their EPR spectra, C112D and C112D/M121L,F azurins have electronic ground 
states where the singly occupied MO is ψx2−y2 In C112D azurin, this MO is of σ* character 
with respect to all four ligands in the equatorial plane. In type zero proteins, the SOMO 
(which we will take as ψx2−y2) is rotated such that Cu-N overlap is attenuated; 
predominantly Cu-O(D112) σ* character remains. This dramatic difference in the nature of 
the SOMO in the ground state plausibly explains the dramatically lower excitation energies 
when comparing type zero to type 2 sites. Moreover, it affords a mechanism consistent with 
the measured decrease in 14N hyperfine couplings on going from type 2 to type zero 
proteins. The ability of the type 0 copper site to delocalize over D112 remains and accounts 
for the observed anisotropic site covalency.
This behavior is remarkably similar to the coupled distortion giving rise to the “green” type 
1 site in nitrite reductases.52 Aside from dramatically attenuated S-Cu covalency, the SOMO 
of the C112D azurin is similar to wild-type (Figure 5). The two O-Cu σ interactions together 
are topologically equivalent to the S-Cu π interaction. In the type zero situation, the Cu-
O(G45) distance shortens and the D112 carboxylate rotates by ~ 90°. In turn the SOMO 
rotates, allowing for but a single O-Cu σ interaction, symmetrically equivalent to the Cu-S σ 
interaction characteristic of “yellow” copper sites.
Quantizing about an axis in which the z-axis is taken as approximately the Cu-O(G45) 
vector and the x-axis as a bound Cu-O(D112) vector, the first excited states in C112D and 
C112D/M121L,F azurins feature predominantly ψxy SOMOs, while the next excited states 
have ψz2-based SOMOs. The two highest-lying states comprise SOMOs exhibiting 
substantial mixing between ψxz,yz orbitals. Thus in terms both of energetics and orbital 
ordering, the type zero ligand field is remarkably similar to that of type 1 copper, except that 
the ψx,y and ψz2 ordering is inverted.
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Discussion
Electronic Structure of Type Zero Copper
A clearer picture of the electronic structure of type zero copper proteins has emerged from 
analysis of the combined spectroscopic and computational data. The MCD spectra show that 
type 1 and type zero coppers experience very similar ligand fields. Unfortunately, our MCD 
spectrometer was not able to monitor the two LF transitions below 9000 cm−1. However, 
paramagnetically shifted resonances in the NMR spectra of the C112D/M121L and C112D/
M121F proteins reveal the presence of a low-lying excited state in type zero copper porteins, 
as reported for type 1 centers.46 No resonances were observed outside of the diamagnetic 
envelope in the C112D NMR spectrum, indicating that the lowest LF excitation is shifted to 
higher energy for this protein, which in turn is consistent with a slightly distorted square-
planar CuII. Our mutireference ab initio SORCI calculations support this interpretation.
Within the LF framework for calculation of spin Hamiltonian parameters, the larger gz 
values for type zero proteins relative to C112D are readily explained by these lower LF 
excitation energies. However, the significant differences in Rg require more discussion. The 
MCD spectra reveal that ψxz,yz degeneracy is broken in the type zero proteins, immediately 
providing a mechanism for non-zero Rg. However, the two type zero proteins exhibit 
substantially different rhombicities. The ψxz,yz → ψx2−y2 excitation in each of the two type 
zero proteins has the same energy. Additionally, Cu-N(His) couplings are approximately 
equal. Together, these observations rule out differences in covalency along the x- and y- 
axes as the mechanism for different anisotropies in gx,y. Notably, the greater rhombicity of 
C112D/M121L relative to C112D/M121F arises because of both a smaller gx and a larger 
gy. Returning to Eqs. 7a and 7b, such a phenomenon is consistent with increased 3dz2 
admixture into the ψx2−y2 SOMO. Note that dz2 mixing has previously been proposed as a 
mechanism for rhombicity in mononuclear copper sites.7 The EPR spectrum of the 
tetrahedral type 1 copper in stellacyanin features substantial Rg relative to that of 
plastocyanin and WT azurin. Here, strong interaction is observed between Cu and the axial 
glutamine.53 In type zero proteins, the Cu site adopts a pseudo-tetrahedral geometry due to 
the influence of the axial carbonyl from G45, resulting in a weakened ligand field relative to 
that of C112D azurin with its associated low excitation energies. These smaller energetic 
separations also promote 3dz2 admixture into the ψx2−y2 SOMO, giving rise to Rg> 0. 
Following Solomon,7 we estimate 1.6% dz2 (ß = 0.016) character in ψx2−y2 for C112D/
M121L, and 0.6% dz2 character in ψx2−y2 (ß = 0.0057) for the C112D/M121F protein.
The 300 MHz Az in the type zero EPR spectrum arises due to multiple factors. The orbital 
dipolar contributions (PdΔgz, eq. 8c) to Az for C112D and C112D/M121L are 366 and 455 
MHz, respectively. The 89 MHz difference in orbital dipolar contributions is insufficient to 
account for the 168 MHz difference between the Az values for these two proteins. DFT 
calculations indicate ~3% 4p character in the type zero SOMO, a result in accord with XAS 
data. This amount of 4p character can add or subtract ~30 MHz from the spin dipolar term 
( , eq. 8c), depending on whether the admixture comes from 
4px,y or 4pz. Thus, 4p mixing cannot account for the residual discrepancy regardless of type. 
Solomon and coworkers have shown that the dominant effect leading to low Az values in 
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type 1 copper proteins is attenuation of the spin-dipolar term by substantial delocalization of 
the unpaired electron over the C112 thiolate.6 Observation of substantial hyperfine coupling 
to Cß and the ßCH of D112 in type zero azurins indicates significant delocalization of the 
unpaired spin over this carboxylate ligand. DFT hyperfine calculations indicate smaller 
AzSD contributions in the type zero proteins relative to type 2. Predictably, the type zero 
AzSD contributions are larger than in type 1. The Fermi contact contributions are also 
calculated to be smaller in the type 1 and type zero proteins than for type 2. Thus, the weak 
type zero ligand field only accounts in part for the lower Az relative to C112D azurin. A ~80 
MHz contribution also comes from delocalization of the unpaired spin over D112, which 
shrinks AzFC and AzSD.
Calculations are able to reproduce the spectroscopic features of C112D and C112D/
M121L,F azurins with acceptable errors. However, the results are strongly dependent on the 
orientation of the D112 carboxylate. In bidentate coordination, the resulting electronic 
structure leads to calculated spectroscopic features that are in accord with experiment for 
C112D, but are grossly divergent with those observed for type zero copper sites. On the 
other hand, with monodentate D112 coordination, we are able to explain the spectroscopic 
properties of the C112D/M121L and C112D/M121F proteins. Clearly, the orientation of this 
residue tunes the electronic structure of a His-His-Asp copper binding site. Energetically, 
bidentate coordination is favored for C112D, while the opposite holds for type zero proteins. 
Here the rack is likely to be a contributing factor – an intact N47-D112-F114 hydrogen-
bonding network confers enthalpic stabilization to the active site structure. Estimates for N-
H•••O hydrogen bonding stabilization indicate that as much as 16 kJ/mol could be provided 
by the rack network.54 Solomon and coworkers have reported a corresponding CuII-
thioether stabilization of 19 kJ/mol for the type 1 copper site of nitrite reductase.55 Thus, 
under the reasonable assumption that entropy differences between rack-bound/thioether-
unbound and rack-unbound/thioether-bound configurations are negligible, enthalpic 
differences between type 2 and type zero azurins are controlled by residue 121. The balance 
must be delicate: in this model, the combined entropy reduction of coordination at M121 
with a restored rack is enough to offset the enthalpic stabilization of M121 coordination.
ET Reactivity
We previously demonstrated that outer-sphere coordination tunes the reactivity of type zero 
copper sites by imposing geometric constraints during redox cycling, in turn leading to low 
reorganization energies.12 We have now shown that outer-sphere coordination defines the 
electronic structure of the site, with further consequences for ET reactivity. In our study of 
the ET properties of type zero copper, we were unable to adequately explain the slower ET 
between the C3/C26 disulfide and the copper center in C112D/M121L azurin as compared 
to C112D. The rates of ET from C3/C26 RSSR− to CuII at 298 K are 44 s−1 (wild-type)56, 
61 s−1 (C112D/M121L), and 123 s−1 (C112D).12 The values of λ go as wild type ≲ C112D/
M121L << C112D. On the basis of reorganization energy only, then, the opposite trend is 
expected. Our present study indicates slightly decreased coupling between Cu and the 
histidines ligands in type zero copper. More importantly, we have demonstrated via NMR 
spectroscopy that substantial unpaired spin is delocalized over D112, suggestive of stronger 
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coupling between this residue and Cu, which introduces the possibility of ET pathway 
interference.8
In general, multiple (equally weighted) pathways will decrease donor-acceptor coupling. In 
C112D, the main route for electron transfer from C3/C26 RSSR− to Cu likely proceeds 
through H46, whereas in wild-type azurin, the strong coupling between Cu and C112 opens 
a second pathway.8, 57 This second pathway might introduce interference, leading to 
observed the 3-fold reduction in the RSSR− -> CuII ET rate between wild-type and C112D 
azurin.12 In C112D/M121L azurin, the shift of unpaired spin from H46/H117 toward D112 
could restore some weight to this pathway. The weight of the Cu-112 interaction cannot be 
as large as in WT azurin, in accord with our analysis of the spin-Hamiltonian parameters 
(vide supra).
In the type zero proteins, the enhanced delocalization along D112 beyond the bound oxygen 
atom could arise because of favorable superexchange along the 112 sidechain, as has been 
previously suggested for type 1 proteins.58 A qualitative estimate of the magnitude of this 
superexchange may be afforded by inspecting sidechain coplanarity. Such variations in 
linker conformation are known to profoundly affect donor-acceptor electronic coupling.59 In 
type 1 proteins, the S-Cß-Cα-N dihedrals are ~ 0°. Along D112, the analogous 
superexchange path involves the O-Cγ-Cß-Cα dihedral. For C112D azurin, this dihedral is 
40°; for C112D/M121L it is 7°. The principal difference is the rotation about Cγ enforced by 
the rack. Thus, the rack could enhance electronic coupling between residue 112 and Cu in 
type zero proteins in a way that is similar to type 1 centers. A systematic study correlating 
donor-acceptor coupling in copper proteins to amino acid dihedrals would further assess the 
importance of outer-sphere control over ET reactivity.
Conclusions
Through a combination of spectroscopic and computational investigations we have 
demonstrated that type zero copper possesses many hallmarks of a “hard-ligand” type 1 site. 
MCD and NMR spectra indicate very similar ligand fields in type zero and type 1 proteins. 
The final observed Az values for type zero copper centers are small because the low-lying 
excited states lead to large g-shifts that in turn impart large orbital dipolar contributions to 
the metal hyperfine coupling that can not be “overridden” by the covalently damped spin-
dipolar contributions. QM/MM calculations suggest that the electronic structures and ET 
reactivities of type 1 and type zero sites are highly dependent on the orientation of sidechain 
112. This orientation is, in turn, controlled by the N47/F114 hydrogen bond network in both 
proteins. Thus, outer-sphere coordination not only is responsible for the observed low λ 
values, but also profoundly affects the spectroscopic properties of these active sites, as well 
as their electronic coupling to the protein matrix.
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Figure 1. 
Sequential perturbations to type 1 WT azurin (a, PDBID: 4AZU) giving rise to type zero 
copper. The C112D variant (b, PDBID: 3FQY) binds Cu in the type 2 mode with essentially 
planar equatorial coordination. Removal of “south pole” axial ligation via the subsequent 
M121L mutation gives rise to the pseudotetrahedral type zero site (c, PDBID: 3FPY). 
Oxygen atoms are red, nitrogen atoms are blue, and sulfur atoms are yellow. Inner-sphere 
coordination is indicated by black dashed lines, outer-sphere coordination is indicated by red 
dashed lines.
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Figure 2. 
Multifrequency EPR spectra of (a) C112D, (b) C112D/M121L, and (c) C112D/M121F 
azurins. S- and X-band spectra have been aligned to showcase the 63,65Cu Az| splitting.
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Figure 3. 
UV/vis (black) and MCD (red) spectra of (a) C112D, (b) C112D/M121L, and (c) C112D/
M121F azurins.Results of Gaussian deconvolutions of the UV/vis spectra are plotted in 
gray. MCD spectra were recorded at a magnetic field strength of 7 T at 5.3 K in 50 mM 
HEPES pH 7.0 containing 50% glycerol.
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Figure 4. 
600 MHz1H NMR spectra of C112D/M121X(X = L, a; F, b) and WT (c) azurins recorded at 
298 K in 50 mM HEPES pH 7.0 containing 10% D2O. Solvent-exchangeable resonances are 
marked with an asterisk. Insets show resonance b in C112D/M121L and C112D/M121F 
spectra when recorded in 100% D2O. FIDs were processed with a preexponential factor of 
80 Hz.
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Figure 5. 
AANOs representing SOMOs of wild-type (a), C112D (b), and C112D/M121L (c) azurins.
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Figure 6. 
SORCI calculated excited states for C112D, C112D/M121L, C112D/M121F, and wild-type 
azurins. States are labeled by the AANOs that predominantly represent the location of the 
unpaired electron. States that are heavily mixed by configuration interaction are indicated by 
boxes surrounding relevant singly occupied MOs.
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Table 2
LF transitions in the optical spectra of C112D and C112D/M121X (X = L,F) azurins.
Band Energy (cm−1) ε (M−1cm−1) Assignment
C112D 2 12,200 50 ψxz,yz → ψx2−y2
1 14,300 60 ψxz,yz → ψx2−y2
C112D/M121L 2 9,200 50 ψxz,yz → ψx2−y2
1 12,500 90 ψxz,yz → ψx2−y2
C112D/M121F 2 9,200 40 ψxz,yz → ψx2−y2
1 12,500 70 ψxz,yz → ψx2−y2
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Table 3
Estimated pseudocontact and contact contributions and A/ħ values for the hyperfine-shifted 1H resonances in 
the NMR spectra of C112D/M121L, C112D/M121F and WT azurins.
C112D/M121L azurin
Resonance Assignment δobs (ppm) δdia (ppm) δpc (ppm) δ contact A/ħ (MHz)
a H46/117 Hε2 62 11.7a −1 48 1.7
b D112 Hß1/2 52 2.7 −3 52 1.8
c H46/117 Hε2 44 11.7a −1 31 1.1
d H46/117 Hδ2 31 8.6/7.2 −1 22–24 0.7–0.8
e H46/117 Hδ2 28 8.6/7.2 −1 20–22 0.7
f ND 20 ND ND ND ND
C112D/M121F azurin
Resonance Assignment δobs (ppm) δdia (ppm) δpc (ppm) δ contact A/ħ (MHz)
a H46/117 Hε2 59 11.7a −1 49 1.7
b D112 Hß1/2 59 2.5 −3 60 2.1
c H46/117 Hε2 48 11.7a −1 37 1.3
d H46/117 Hδ2 25 8.7/7.3 −1 17–19 0.6
e H46/117 Hδ2 25 8.7/7.3 −1 17–19 0.6
g ND −5 ND ND ND ND
Wild-Type azurin b
Resonance Assignment δobs (ppm) δdia (ppm) δpc (ppm) δ contact A/ħ (MHz)
C112 Hß1/2 850 3.48 −1.8/−0.3 850/800 28/27
C112 Hß2/1 800 2.91 −0.3/−1.8 800/850 27/28
a H117 Hδ2 54.0 6.91 −1.1 48.2 1.6
b H46 Hδ2 49.1 5.92 −1.3 44.5 1.5
c H117/46 Hε1 46.7 6.78/6.87 −3.4/−4.5 43.3/30.6 1.5/1.0
d H46/117 Hε1 34.1 6.87/6.78 −4.5/−3.4 31.7/44.4 1.1/1.5
e H117 Hε2 27 11.69 NR NR NR
f H46 Hε2 26.9 11.46 −1.3 16.7 0.56
g N47 Hα 19.9 4.71 −0.3 15.5 0.52
ND = not determined, NR = not reported
a
Diamagnetic shifts taken from reference 46 for WT azurin.
b
Data taken from reference 46.
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Table 4
Experimental and calculated distances (Å) for C112D and C112D/M121X (X = L, F) azurins from X-ray and 
QM/MM structures.
Cu-O(G45) Cu-N(H46) Cu-N(H117) Cu-Oδ1(D112) Cu-Oδ2(D112)
C112D
X-ray 2.59 2.05 2.04 1.92 2.80
Monodentate 2.59a 1.98 1.92 1.92a 2.80a
Bidentate 2.59a 2.00 1.96 2.03 2.17
C112D/M121L
X-ray 2.35 1.94 2.04 1.92 3.42
Monodentate 2.35a 1.95 1.95 1.97 3.31
Bidentate 2.35a 2.00 2.00 2.00a 2.35a
C112D/M121F
X-ray 2.44 1.97 1.99 2.00 3.27
Monodentate 2.44a 1.97 1.95 1.95 3.06
Bidentate 2.44a 2.01 2.03 2.00a 2.35a
a
Interatomic distance constrained during QM/MM optimization.
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Table 5
Calculated g-values and Cu hyperfme coupling constants (in MHz).
gx gy gz Ax Ay Az
a
C112D
X-ray 2.035 2.114 2.284 −191 249 311
Monodentate 2.042 2.119 2.237 −185 201 330
Bidentate 2.061 2.064 2.199 24 41 −394
C112D/M121L
X-ray 2.085 2.123 2.357 117 −129 182
Monodentate 2.075 2.136 2.323 133 183 −151
Bidentate 2.071 2.100 2.248 31 180 −255
C112D/M121F
X-ray 2.095 2.122 2.351 102 156 45
Monodentate 2.066 2.091 2.253 59 67 −229
Bidentate 2.047 2.137 2.256 −51 178 −230
Wild-Type
X-ray 2.054 2.089 2.171 23 63 −78
QM/MM 2.057 2.078 2.171 41 58 −142
aAz corrected for underestimated orbital dipolar contribution. See Ref 48.
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Table 6
Calculated contributions to Az (in MHz)
AzFC AzSD AzOD (corrected)a AzOD (exp)b Total Total (exp)
C112D
Monodentate −65 328 67 330 471
Bidentate −300 −497 403 −394
C112D/M121L
Monodentate −213 −422 484 −151 303
Bidentate −253 −487 485 −255
C112D/M121F
Monodentate −282 −476 529 −229 309
Bidentate −283 −450 503 −230
Wild-Type
QM/MM −210 −373 441 −142 172
aCorrected using Eq. 9.
bCalculated using experimental Δgz in Eq. 8c.
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Table 7
Löwdin spin populations (%) of Cu and inner-sphere ligand atoms in QM/MM optimized C112D, C112D/
M121L,F and WT azurins.a
C112D C112D/M121L C112D/M121F Wild-Type
Cu (d) 67.0 61.5 66.0 50.8
Cu (p) ~ 0 2.8 2.1 ~0
S (M121) 1.8 N/A N/A ~0
S (C112) N/A N/A N/A 36.3
Oε1 (D112) 10.2 10.8 15.0 N/A
Oε2 (D112) 9.1 ~0 ~0 N/A
Nδ1 (H46) 7.1 5.1 4.7 4.0
Nδ1 (H117) 5.5 1.3 4.0 5.7
aN/A: not applicable
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Table 9
SORCI + SOC calculated excited states (in cm−1).
Excitation C112Da Exp. C112D/M121Lb Exp. C112D/M121Fb Exp.
ψxy → ψx2−y2 11780 ND 2440 ND 1520 ND
ψz2 → ψx2−y2 12420 ND 5590 ND 5810 ND
ψxz/yz → ψx2−y2 13940 12,200 7910 9200 7760 9,200
ψxz/yz → ψx2−y2 15280 14,300 9030 12,500 8590 12,500
a
Bidentate structure.
b
Monodentate structure.
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